
LIFELINES

An Introduction to Defending the Unborn 
with Respect, in Love



purpose

intro to some helpful “lines” of defense
intro to prolife reasoning, and…

intro to true argument and 
how to do it with integrity…



introduction

for some, 
“arguing” = confronting
confronting	≠	comfortable	
∴	“arguing”	≠	comfortable
most of us don’t like it (like vegetables!)
but it may save a life!



the two edges

to argue is just to bring forward reasons 
concerning a matter in debate

we aren’t here to win arguments at all 
costs, but to present the truth in love

two basic ways to defend a position

emotionally and intellectually	
first…



emotional defense

appealing to the emotions to 
“prove” a point

Christians use it 
(e.g. heaven or he"??? decide now!!!)

ProLife people use it, but…

so do ProChoice advocates



emotional defense

who wins a battle of emotions?

the Christian delivered !om alcohol?
the Scientologist who claims to be a better 
actor now?
the Mormon with the burning bosom?
the abortion protester with the most 
gruesome poster?

emotions may be valid, but anyone 
can use them…



“intellectual” approach

appeal to reasoning 

reasoning = to talk or argue 
logica"y and persuasively to discover 
the truth of an issue	
not foolproof; cannot discover 
truth of everything, but great 
tool!



iťs encouraged in our faith; need 
not fear it! (the existence of God, 
the truth of the Bible, the Deity of 
Christ, etc.)	
encouraged when discussing 
abortion because it puts us above 
emotion	
the truth is the truth no matter 
who speaks it

“intellectual” approach



large combo, please

how about a healthy, Spirit-driven combination of the 
two when arguing?

+



the fundamental question in 
abortion: 
Is the unborn a human 
being?

let us see what reasoning 
can tell us, but first…

the big question



ground rules

attack the argument, not the arguer

ad hominem = unfair & unChristian1



2
put your opponents on the 
        defense by questioning them

ground rules



don’t get side-tracked3
ground rules



don’t get too emotional

4
ground rules



don’t forget to be emotional5
ground rules



ProLifers say:

abortion	=	murder	
murder = evil and should be 
stopped
∴	abortion = evil 
and should be stopped
but is abortion murder???

a basic argument



define your terms!

murder = intentional ki"ing of an 
innocent human being



point by point

is abortion intentional?
is abortion a killing?

is the unborn innocent?
yes, yes, yes, but… ✔



is the unborn human?

if the unborn is human...	

then abortion = intentional 
killing of an innocent 
human being
and if so, abortion	=	murder
and it must stop…

the big question revisited

!



an honorable attack

leťs look into the nature of 
the unborn by examining 

some arguments for 
why some believe 

the unborn ≠ human…



the nature of the unborn 
can be found in this presentation at swordandspirit.com

( )



some ProAbortion arguments

we’ll title each slide with a specific ProChoice reason, 
then examine it closely, like this:

 I don’t believe 
the embryo or fetus 
is human because… 



it is only 
  potential human life
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 Ybut a potential human being must be 
an actual something else

an actual what, though? a frog? a fish? a 
monkey?

it clearly belongs to no other species 
than the human species



iťs only a mass of 
tissue and blood

the heart starts to beat 
two to four weeks after 
conception

the tiny brain is 
already generating 
brain waves after 7 
weeks…



iťs only a mass of 
tissue and blood

by the second 
month (when most 
abortions take place) 
the arms, legs, 
fingers, toes, ears, 
nose, mouth, 
muscles, organs, and 
bones are either 
formed or close to 
finish…



iťs only a mass of 
tissue and blood

this tiny entity is 
more than some 
nondescript 
“mass”



fetal development and abortion methods can be found in this 
presentation at swordandspirit.com

( )



it isn’t fully developed

a four-year-old is not fully 
developed, either

a human is not fully 
developed until the late 
teens to early twenties, 
and even afterwards 
matures in different 
ways…



it isn’t fully developed
can the stage of 
development really define 
what the being is?

is an adult more human than 
a child or merely more 
developed?

are those already born more 
human than the unborn or 
merely more developed?



the location of an individual 
determines whether or not it 
is a human being?

a fetus, the moment before 
birth, is not human, but 
immediately a#er birth 
becomes human? 
how? why?

iťs inside the womb



then is the child, 
when it is half-way 
out, only half-human?

iťs inside the womb



like you and me?

it might be imperfect



it doesn’t look human
one’s appearance determines humanness?



it doesn’t look human
is a chimp more human than an embryo 
because it looks more human? 



the important question here: 
What is it? not What does it look like?

it doesn’t look human



iťs dependent 
on the mother

a three-month-old baby is totally 
dependent on another human, 
too

it is not able to survive alone 
outside the womb, either 

it needs comfort and care and 
protection and food, etc., or it 
will die



the total independence of anyone is a 
myth; we are a" dependent on 
someone or something other than 
ourselves

how can the one physical condition 
called “dependence” (by which we are 
all stricken) determine humanness?

iťs dependent 
on the mother



iťs not viable
the ability to survive 
outside the womb, viability, 
calls upon time & place as 
the determining factors of 
humanness

how?



iťs not viable a 7-month preborn fortunate enough 
to be born in the 21st century has a 
decent chance of survival, therefore 
it is more human than..



iťs not viable
…a 7-month preborn in the 19th 
century which wouldn’t have 
survived outside the womb

thus, time defines humanness?

and…



iťs not viable a 6-month 
preborn fortunate 
enough to be near 
a medical center 
is viable, thus 
human, whereas…



iťs not viable
…a 6-month preborn 
in a rural town on 
that same day is not 
viable because it 
wouldn’t survive 
outside the womb

thus it is not human,

thus, location 
defines humanness?



iťs not viable
does the preborn become more human as its mother 
drives near a hospital but then recede back into a 
nebulous non-human state the farther they drive from the 
emergency room?

HUMAN!
almost-HUMAN

not-quite 
HUMANnear-HUMAN

hospital



iťs part of the woman's body
the hands are the mother’s? 
the heart? the brain?

taking that argument to its logical 
conclusion…

(via the transitive relationship: 
if A is a part of B, 
and B is a part of C, 
then A is a part of C)



iťs part of the woman's body

… then a pregnant woman has 
four hands, four feet, two brains, 
and, if the fetus is a boy, the 
woman has both male and 
female genitalia



iťs part of the woman's body
very importantly, the unborn has its 
own unique genetic code in each of 
its cells

not the mother’s code, not the father’s 
code — its own human genetic code

the fetus is in the mother, 
attached to the mother, 
but not	part	of the mother



iťs only a bunch of cells

so are we: we have trillions of 
cells, the unborn have from one 
to millions of cells

and their cells, like ours, a" 
have purpose and function



it isn’t alive
iťs growing. 
iťs developing. 
iťs responding. 
iťs functioning. 
iťs burning food & oxygen. 
iťs giving off waste products. 
its cells are reproducing.

these are properties of a living 
being

It is a Life.



the nature 
of the unborn

since it is a life…

and since it has human 
chromosomes orchestrating 
that life…

it must be an actual human life



conclusion

then abortion = the intentional ki"ing of 
an innocent human being, and…

if murder = the intentional ki"ing 
of an innocent human being,

then abortion	=	murder
and	abortion must be stopped !



final thoughts

even when presented with 
a sound argument, many 
will need time to adjust

think 
H-U-M-A-N

1



final thoughts

• do not condemn your 
“opponent” for being 
ProAbortion or for 
having had an abortion

• think J-E-S-U-S

2



final thoughts

• the best position you can 
take on abortion is on your 
knees

• think P-R-A-Y-E-R3



things to do

be ProLife 24/7 

support local CPC

learn more!

comfort & support someone 
in an unexpected pregnancy

	pray



For our struggle is not against flesh 
and blood… but against the powers 

of this dark world. 
Ephesians 6.12


